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Purpose of Report 

JOINT COMMITTEE. 
LONGER TERM STRATEGY 
FOR TOWN CENTRES AND 
RETAILING - ISSUES REPORT 

The Glasgow & the Clyde Valley Structure Plan Joint Committee has produced an Issues 
Report for consultation. This publication sets out the key issues that relate to longer term 
retailing requirements and their implications for the future of Town Centres in the Structure Plan 
area. The purpose of this Committee Report is to summarise the issues identified by the Joint 
Committee and draw out implications for North Lanarkshire. 

Backaround 

In their decision letter on the Glasgow and the Clyde Valley Structure Plan 2000, the Scottish 
Ministers requested that the Joint Committee carry out an assessment of retail requirements in 
the period beyond 2006, with a view to bringing forward a longer term strategy for Town Centres 
and retailing. In pursuit of this, the Joint Committee established a Focus Group on Retailing, 
comprising representatives of the Retail Industry and other business groups. The matters 
discussed at this Focus Group have been summarised in the Issues Report. 

I The production of the Issues Report is the first stage in the preparation of a formal Alteration to 
the Structure Plan. The Joint Committee has sought the views of a range of interests involved in 
the retail field including, in North Lanarkshire, the two Chambers of Commerce, Town Centre 
Initiatives and Community Councils. 

Sustainability Implications 

The future well-being and quality of Town Centres is critical to achieving more sustainable forms 
of urban development in terms of quality of environment, density and travel patterns. In addition, 
quality of life will be enhanced and there will be greater social inclusion in all communities 
through the provision of access to opportunities and services. 

Issues Report 

The context set in the Issues Report is that three factors in particular will have an impact on the 
future of Town Centres: 

1. The growth in spending power, arising from rises in average incomes, a drop in 

2. Increased car ownership; and 
unemployment and the availability of credit; 



3. A shift in the make-up of households from traditional families towards single person 
households, resulting in a pattern of demand from differing sections of society, that is more 
fragmented and less focused on any single Town Centre than in the past. 

The implications of these changes for the future of Town Centres are as follows: 

0 Town Centres do not have a local monopoly on demand from their local communities, but 
are in competition with each other in terms of the quality of retailing that is offered. 

0 Activities of individuals, with increased mobility and the breakdown of traditional patterns of 
family living are less tied to a single community and a local Town Centre for their social 
activities. 

Larger Town Centres serve much wider communities, even for everyday food requirements, 
especially as the main shopper in a household may be in full time employment outwith their 
local corn m u nity . 

As mobility increases, the choice of shopping is becoming as important as its local 
convenience. However, the least mobile and well-off individuals, who cannot exercise a 
choice of shopping, are increasingly the residual catchment population for those centres 
which are not as competitive. 

There has been a significant investment in out-of-centre locations, most significantly, the 
Braehead Shopping Centre. 

4.2 The changing pattern of consumer demand and the retailers response to this is having several 
impacts on town centres: 

Town Centres will need to be more flexible to remain competitive in the face of the rapidly 
changing nature of retailing and its related short-term horizons. 

The traditional hierarchy of Town Centres is being challenged, as loyalty to one Centre has 
disappeared and consumers are shopping at a range of Town Centres and other retail 
locations. 

Glasgow City Centre has become a major driver of economic growth in Scotland and the 
strategic role of centres such as Greenock, Hamilton and East Kilbride in providing a wide 
range of services has been reinforced by major new retail investment in recent years. 

The role and quality of other Town Centres is declining, except in the wealthier suburbs. 

Town Centres need continuous investment and refurbishment as traditional tenement 
streets or 1960s redevelopment schemes are not readily adaptable to some new forms of 
retai I ing . 

Transport infrastructure and travel conditions will be increasingly important in sustaining 
Town Centres. 

The demands from some parts of the retail industry for larger format stores mean that in- 
centre locations and building adaptations can be problematic and expensive and the 
sequential approach to choosing new sites for retail development would be undermined, 
with the result that such stores migrate to out-of-centre locations. 
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The Issues Report summarises the current objectives of Planning Policies which are designed 
to promote sustainable development, by ensuring that all new development support an urban 
form in which: 

0 Job growth is promoted without diverting or displacing investment from other locations. 
0 Access to Town Centre opportunities is more equitable, especially for the most 

disadvantaged communities. 
Resource consumption is minimised and where possible, resources are recycled. 
The need to travel is reduced and, where possible, those trips that are required do not have 
to rely upon the use of the car. 

The Report acknowledges that there are certain tensions between these objectives that need to 
be resolved. Existing Structure Plan retail policies aim to ensure that there is an adequate 
provision of retail floorspace and that speculative proposals do not undermine or divert new 
investment from Town Centres. However, consideration should be given to whether competition 
between centres should also address their complementary roles and whether the existing and 
planned provision of floorspace is resulting any structural imbalances. The Report also notes 
that current patterns of investment are selective in terms of which centres are benefiting from 
investment and this could adversely affect the availability of opportunities in some communities 
or for the least mobile. 

Considerations arising from the above analysis have been summarised in the Report into 18 
issues, upon which the Joint Committee is seeking a response. These issues are listed in an 
Annex to this Report. Not all of the issues are relevant to North Lanarkshire and some deal with 
technical details. A commentary on the most significant Issues, combining the views of the 
Planning and Economic Development Services, including Town Centre Initiatives, is also 
included in the Annex. The issues of a more technical nature, for example transport 
accessibility and form of development, can be addressed by Officers at the Structure Plan 
Steering Group. 

A summary of the responses in the Annex is that, while the Issues Report has identified 
changing consumer needs and patterns of demand, there would not appear to be any 
justification in moving from the current policy to support and protect each of these centres. This 
overall policy approach would appear to be preferable to the identification of particular centres in 
the Structure Plan for specific roles or actions, as this would inevitably reduce the status of the 
remain i ng cent res. 

Corporate Considerations 

At this issues stage there are no corporate financial or other considerations for the Council. 

Reco m mend at io ns 

It is recommended that Committee notes the content of this report and agrees to submit the 
comments detailed in the attached Annex to the Structure Plan Joint Committee. 

-CAS- 
& David M. Porch 

DIRECTOR OF PLANNING AND ENVIRONMENT 
30 September 2003 

Local Government Access to Information Act: for further information about this report, please contact 
Craig Lindsay on 01236 616458. 



ANNEX 

SUMMARY OF ISSUES 

1. Strategic Network of Centres 

Issue I Is the current policy to support and protect each of the Town Centres in Table A still 
appropriate? Should any of these no longer be protected and why? 

Issue 2 How should the other retail locations identified in Table B or any other local centres be 
recognised in the Structure Plan policy framework? If so, what level of protection 
should they be afforded in terms of the assessment of new development proposals? 

Issue I questions whether it remains appropriate to support and protect the existing network of 53 
town centres in the Structure Plan area, including 7 in North Lanarkshire (Airdrie, Bellshill, Coatbridge, 
Cumbernauld, Kilsyth, Motherwell and Wishaw). Issue 2 identifies other refail locations, for example, 
Birkenshaw Retail Park at Tannochside and the Caledonian Centre, Wishaw and asks if these or any 
other local centres should be recognised in the Structure Plan Retail Policy. In relation to Issue I, 
notwithstanding changing population, levels of mobility and shopping habits, the 7 centres in North 
Lanarkshire still retain a significant retail role and therefore should continue to be protected by policy. 
Other re fail locations, such as retail warehouse parks, have not been recognised as centres because 
of an absence of other town centre functions such as civic facilities and services and since such 
centres have changed little in content, there would appear to be no justification in changing their 
status. The protection of existing retail warehouse parks in policy as against new retail warehouse 
locations, would also be difficult to justify in terms of natural justice. The list of town centres identified 
in Issue I does not yet include Ravenscraig, but this can be amended following the Scottish Ministers’ 
decision on the Ravenscraig structure Plan Alteration and notified Planning Application. 

2. The Status of Town Centres 

Issue 3 Is it appropriate to apply a different policy (and if so, what?) to some of the locations in 
Table A as Strategic Town Centres to reflect their strategic role in terms of : 

their importance to the economy of the West of Scotland as service and business 
centres; 

e their role in serving a wider area by their accessibility or in providing specialised 
services (both in terms of retailing and other community services); or 

their importance as part of a nationally recognised regeneration priority (e.g. SIPS 
or Flagship Initiative)? 

Issue 4 Should the Structure Plan set an explicit framework for the further scale and quality of 
retailing that should be provided within the larger Town Centres? If so, for which 
centres and how should this be expressed? 

Issues 3 and 4 are concerned with the role of town centres. Issue 3 raises the possibility of the 
specific policies for the City Centre and other strategic centres and also the possibility of identifying 
some centres as a priority for local planning action to enhance their vitality and viability, or the 
promotion of related business activity, Issue 4 also raises the possibility of seffing explicit floorspace 
levels and quality measures in the larger town centres so identified. The most obvious consequence 
of identifying a proportion of the town centres within the overall nefwork for special attention or action 



is that the remainder would inevitably be regarded as having a lesser status, with potentially serious 
consequences in terms of attractiveness to retailers and consumers. The identification of a smaller 
group of higher order centres also raises the prospect of a return to a retail hierarchy, which, it is 
argued in the Issues Report, does not reflect current shopping patterns. While the analysis contained 
in the Issues Report does indicate that centres are evolving with different functions, there is no reason 
that the functions of centres, the appropriate policy approach and action required, cannot be a 
function of local plans. Indeed, the studies carried out for the Lanarkshire Local Economic Forum and 
incorporated in “Changing Gear” recognises the changing role and diversity of Lanarkshire’s towns by 
placing them into three broad groups (places of opportunity, places in the balance and places at risk), 
This can be used as a basis for policy and investment at the local level, for example in civic and 
recreational facilities, including open space, to encourage consumers and extend activity into the 
evening. 

3. The Role of the City Centre 

Issue 5 Should the Structure Plan set out an explicit framework for the development of the City 
Centre to recognise its primary role in the network of centres? How could specific 
consideration be given to the cumulative impact on the city centre of developments 
elsewhere, or vice versa? 

Issue 6 How can the City Centre expand, diversify or be enhanced without diluting its current 
level of compactness and accessibility? 

Issue 7 Should the increase in the resident population of the City Centre be an explicit 
objective of the Structure Plan? And if so, how can the residential use of the City 
Centre be enhanced and to what scale? 

Issue 8 What action is required to sustain or improve the level of access and the use of public 
transport to the City Centre? 

These issues deal with the role of the City Centre. While most of the issues raise detailed 
considerations that are the remit of Glasgow City Council, the Report asks whether the City Centre 
should be specifically addressed in policy to recognise its primary role in the network of Centres. 
However, there is no reason why the role of the City Centre should not be addressed in Glasgow City 
Council’s Local Plan in the same way that has been suggested in the previous section for other 
centres. If the role of the City Centre relative to other centres is to be examined then a baseline on 
retail activity in centres will require to be established and Consideration given to centres developing 
thema fically. 

4. Priorities for Action 

Issue 9 Do you consider any of the Centres identified in Table C have qualitative or quantitative 
deficiencies in terms of meeting the needs of the community and if so why? Do any of 
the other centres listed in Table A have significant deficiencies in these terms? 

Issue 10 What measures should be adopted and promoted to enhance the quality of key Town 
Centres listed in Table C? 



Issue 11 Is there scope for planning to be more proactive in some of the centres requiring 
investment, identified in Issue 9 above? If so, what forms of action are considered most 
appropriate? And how should such action be funded? 

Issues 9-11 are concerned with the identification of a list of centres that are potential town centre 
action priorities, arising out of linkages to national or other Structure Plan priorities. Three of North 
Lanarkshire’s seven centres, Cumbernauld, Motherwell and Wishaw, are included in the list of 
potential town centre action priorities. As with the proposal for the role of Town Centres, noted under 
Issues 3 and 4 above, the identification of potential action priorities in the Structure Plan may conflict 
with the local position. For example, Airdrie, Bellshill, Coatbridge and Kilsyfh could all be included as 
potential action priorities. The Council would not distinguish centres in North Lanarkshire as priorities 
since, in relation to the allocation of funds for traffic management schemes or environmental 
improvements, all seven centres are considered and projects are specifically aimed at addressing the 
particular issues for each centre. However, if it is decided that strategic action priorities should be 
retained, then Aitdrie and Coatbridge should be added to the list. 

5. Transport and Accessibility Issues 

Issue 12 How can the Plan contribute to a balanced approach to car parking provision and 
po I i cy ? 

0 Should there be a consistent policy of parking charges for all significant retail and 
leisure locations? 

0 What maximum parking standards should be applied to the various forms of retail 
locations? 

Issue 13 How can the Plan ensure that shopping remains accessible to those without access to 
a car? And enable less dependency on car based shopping? 

Issue 14 Which Centres should be identified as priorities for the promotion or improvement of 
public transport services? 

These issues deal with transportation and accessibility. Issue 12 asks if there should be a consistent 
policy of parking charges for all significant retail and leisure locations. However, there is concern that 
any imposition of charges in North Lanarkshire centres would inevitably lead to a larger drift in 
expenditure towards centres elsewhere. A key attraction of smaller town centres is free parking. 
Differences in scale and function of centres mean that a universal approach across the Structure Plan 
area would be inappropriate. 

6. Assessment of New Proposals 

Issue 15 Can the sequential approach be made more effective in the support of Town Centres - 
and how? 

Issue 16 Should there be a policy presumption in favour of achieving a larger proportion of 
retailing in, or adjoining, Town Centres where there is a large inheritance of out-of- 
centre development? If so - where? - and how could this balance be best achieved 
and how would locations identified in the answer to Issue 2 be taken into account? 



Issue 17 How can Structure Plan policies support and encourage mixed use of developments? 

Issue 18 What policies (including design formats) would facilitate accessibility to, and assist with, 
the integration of mixed use developments in centres? 

These issues address how new proposals should be assessed. In the preamble to Issue 15 the 
matter of increasing size of store formats, and difficulties of accommodating these in centres, is 
raised. There would appear to be no reason why fhe approach currenfly adopted in England cannot 
be extended fo  Scofland, fhaf is fhaf retailers should be encouraged to break down pre-designed retail 
formats by fragmenting fheir development across a number of shops, to ensure development can be 
accommodafed in centre rafher fhan on fhe periphery. 


